TRAPATT AND BARITT DIODE
TRAPATT DIODE:
Silicon is usually used for the manufacture of TRAPATT diodes and have a
configuration of p+ n n+ as shown .The p-N junction is reverse biased beyond the
breakdown region, so that the current density is larger. This decreases the electric
field in the space charge region and increases the carrier transit time. Due to this,
the frequency of operation gets lowered to less than 10 GHz. But the efficiency
gets increased due to low power dissipation.
Inside a co-axial resonator, the TRAPATT diode is nor mally mounted at a point
where maximum RF voltage swing is obtained. When the combined dc bias and
RF voltage exceeds breakdown voltage, avalanche occurs and a plasma of holes
and electrons are generated which gets trapped. When the external circuit current
flows, the voltage rises and the trapped plasma gets released producing current
pulse across the drift space. The total transit time is the sum of the drift time and
the delay introduced by the release of the trapped plasma. Due to this longer
transit time, the operating frequency is limited to 10 GHz. Because the current
pulse is associated with low voltage, the power dissipation is low resulting in
higher efficiency.
The disadvantages of TRAPATT are high noise figure and generation of strong
harmonics due to short duration of the current pulse.
TRAPATT diode finds application in S-band pulsed transmitters for pulsed arra y
radar systems.

The electric field is expressed as

BARITT DIODE ( Barrier injection transmit time devices ):
BARITT devices are an improved version of IMPATT devices. IMPATT devices
employ impact ionization techniques which is too noisy. Hence in order to achieve
low noise figures, impact ionization is avoided in BARRITT devices. The
minority injection is provided by punch-through of the intermediate region
(depletion region). The process is basically of lower noise than impact ionization
responsible for current injection in an IMPATT. The negative resistance is
obtained on account of the drift of the injected holes to the collector end of the
p-material.

The construction of a BARITT device consisting of emitter, base,
intermediate or drift or depleted region and collector. An essential requirement for
the BARITT device is therefore that the intermediate drift region be entirel y
depleted to cause punch through to the emitter-base junction without causing
avalanche breakdown of the base-collector junction.

The parasitic should be kept as low as possible. The equivalent circuit depends on
the type of encapsulation and mounting make. For many applications, there should
be a large capacitance variation, small value of minimum capacitance and series
resistance Rs' Operation is normally limited to f/l0 [25 GHz for Si and 90 GHz for
GaAs]. Frequency of operation beyond (f /10) leads to increase in R, decrease in
efficiency and increase in noise.
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